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On fibre spaces in winch the fibre
is contractible

E. H. Spanier1) and J. H. C. Whitehead

Dedicated to H. Hopf on his 60th birihday

1. Let / : X -> Y be a map of a space X in a space Y and let
A Z"1 y0, for some point y0 e Y. Let A be either a locally finite
CW-complex, as defined in [16], or a compactum which is an ANR.
Then so are AxA and2)

A v A (A xa0) w (aoxA)d A xA (aoe A)

We assume that the covering homotopy theorem is valid with respect to /
for any map g : A x A -> X and any homotopy of / o g. This will be so

if/ détermines a fibering of X with a local product représentation ([13],
§ 11.7, and [7], § 5). Subject to the latter condition we describe / as a
bundle mapping. In § 3 below we prove :

Theorem (1.1). If A is contractible in X it is an H-spacez).
The method of proof is suggested by the following observation and an

(unpublished) construction, due to M. G. Barratt, for defining the "gene-
ralized Whitehead product", [oc, /?] e nm+n_x{X, A), of given éléments
oc c nm{X, ^4), p e nn(A). Let / be a fibre mapping. Since /^ f$ 0 it
follows that /# [#, /?] [^«,0] 0, where each /* dénotes the appro-
priate homomorphism induced by /. Therefore [<x,ft] 0. We hâve

3[«,/?]= ±[a*,j8], where

is the boundary homomorphism and [j8;, j8] e nm+n_2(A) is the ordinary
Whitehead product of ^/e7rw_1(^4) and p. Hence it follows that

x) This note arose out of consultations during the tenure of a John Simon Guggenheim
Mémorial Fellowship by Spanier.

2) The fact that, if A is an ANR compactum, so is A\sA, follows from Theorem 1 in
[15].

3) i. e. there is a map h : AxA -> A such that h(a, ax) — h(al9 a) a for some a,
and every a e A.
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\fi',p] 0 if i*? 0, where i* : nm^(A) -+nm-1{X) is the injection.

In particular nx(A) is Abelian if X is simply connected (cf. [14],
p. 289).

Before considering the conséquences of (1.1), m îts full generality, we
draw a corollary from the preceding observation. Let X be a finite
dimensional, locally compact, separable metric space, which is an AR
(absolute retract). Let f : X ->Y be a bundle mapping with a connected
fibre A Since X is an AR it foliows from an argument on p. 467 of [12]
that A is acyclic and from the above observation that nx(A) is Abelian.
Therefore 7tx{A) & H'^A) 0, where H'n(A) is the nih intégral, sin-
gular homology group of A. Therefore nn{A) a& Hfn(A) 0 for every
n ^ 1. It follows from the local product représentation that A is a neigh-
bourhood retract ofX and hence an ANR. Since X is locally compact so,
obviously, is A and since dim A ^ dim X <oo it follows that A may
be imbedded as a closed4) sub-set in some Euclidean space, E, of which
it is a neighbourhood retract. Since A is connected and nn{A) 0 for
every n ^ 1 it follows that A is a retract of E, and hence an A R. The

map / is obviously open and it follows without difficulty that F is a

C^-space, as defined in § 11.3 of [13]. In particular Y is covered by a

countable set of open sub-sets, U1, U2,... such that Ut, the closure
of Ut, lies in a coordinate neighbourhood Vh (i. e. a neighbourhood such

that f"1V% is represented as A x F<). Let Yn Û1v • ^ Ûn (n > 1)

and assume that there is a map gn : Yn -> X such that fgny y for
every y c Yn. It follows from the local product représentation that this
is so if n 1. Let Tn+1 — Un+1 ^ Yn. Then Tn+1 is a closed sub-set

of J7n+1 and the latter is a separable metric space, since it is homeomor-
phic to a sub-set of X. Since A is an AR it follows that every map
Tn+1 -> A has an extension Un+1 -> A. Therefore it follows from the
local product représentation that gn has an extension gn+1 : Yn+1 -> X
such that fgn+1y y (y e Yn+1). Hence it follows by induction on n
that / has a right inverse, g : Y -> X, by means of which Y may be

imbedded in X in such a way that / becomes a retraction. Therefore Y
is an AR and it follows from § 11.6 in [13] that X, as a bundle over F,
is équivalent to the product AxY. That is to say there is a homeomor-
phism h : AxY -> X, onto X, such that h (A x y) f~x y for every
y eY. Thus we hâve :

4) By the addition of a single point, c, we can înibed A in. a compactum, C, such that
dim C <C dim A -*- 1. We imbed O in a p-sphere, /SP, for some large value of p, and
E SP — c.



Theorem (1.2). Any fibre bundle with a connected fibre, which, as a

space. is a finite dimensional, locally compact, separable metric AR, is
équivalent to a product bundle.

It follows from the arguments in [13] that, if G is a topological
transformation group of A and if X is a bundle with G as its group, then
(1.2) is valid if équivalence is interpreted as équivalence with respect
toG.

We now turn to the conséquences of (1.1). Let / : X -> Y be a bundle
mapping of a compactum X. Since / is an open mapping onto Y it
follows that Y, A are compacta (A /~1^/0)- Let A be connected,
contractible in X and an ANR. Since A is a neighbourhood retract of X
it will certainly be an ANE if X is an ANR. Let dim X < oo. Then
dim A, dim Y ^ dim X < oo in conséquence of the local product
représentation. Let H*{P,G), Hn(P,G) dénote the (discrète) Cech co-

homology ring and the nth Cech cohomology group of a given compactum

P, with coefficients in a given ring G. We assume that Y is locally
and globally pathwise connected and that nx (Y), operating on H* (A, G)
as in [9], opérâtes simply for every G. Since A is connected, and hence

pathwise connected, this will certainly be the case if X is simply
connected. For then 7tx(Y) — 1. Let /0, R and Sn dénote respectively the
ring of integers. the ring of rational numbers and an w-sphere. We write
H*(P, Io) H*(P), Hl(P, Io) H*(P). In § 3 we prove :

Theorem (1.3). Let H*{X) ** H*(Sn) (n > 1). Then:
a) either A is anh) AR or H*(A, R) ^ H*(89, R), for some odd value

ofq,
h) if A is homeomorphic to a topological product, AxxA2, then one of

Ax, A2 is an AR,
In conséquence of the second alternative in (1.3 a) we hâve the exact

séquence of Gysin ([3], [9], Ch. III)
/* 6 f••• -> W-^{X, R) -> W-o-^Y, R) -> W(Y, R) ->•••,

in which dv^v^Q for some Q e Hq+1(Y,R). Since dim 7<oo there
is a k > 0 such that Qk j± o? Qk+i 0, where Q° 1 c H°(Y, R),
Qr £ w... w j2 € JSrrte+1>(r, R). It may be verified that k > 0, since
A is contractible in X, that n Jc(q + 1) + q and that

H*(Y,R) ** R for i 0, q + 1,..., k(q + 1) \
H1 (Y, R) 0 for ail other values of i. J

6) This will be the case, for example, if X Y and / 1.

(1.4)



Let 8n -> Y be a bundle mapping with a connected fibre F. Then F
is an ANE, which is contractible in 8n except in the trivial case F Sn.

Therefore we hâve :

Corollary (1.5). // F is homeomorphic to A1 xA2, then one of Ax, A2
is an AR.

The results (1.2), (1.5) above extend the two theorems concerning the
fibering of Euclidean spaces and sphères by tori which are proved in
[4]. Also (1.5) extends a theorem due to A. Borel ([]], [2], p. 165). It
will be seen that our (1.3) is an easy corollary of (1.1) together with this
theorem of BoreFs.

2. Let P, Q be topological spaces which are either locally finite CW~

complexes or ANR compacta. Then so are PxQ and

where po,qo are points in P,Q, which are 0-cells if P,Q are CW-
complexes. Let P, Q be imbedded in P^Q so that p (p,q0),
q — (pQy q) for each point p e P and each q e Q. Let

u v
P-^A^Q

be given maps such that upo vq0 a0, say, and u is homotopic in
X (and hence homotopic rel. p0) to the constant map P ->a0. Let

go:PxQ->X
be defined by g^ip, q) vq. Then g0P a0 and there is a homotopy
ut : P -> X, rel. pQ, such that u0 p g0 p a0, ux p up {p € P).
This can be extended, first to a homotopy u\ : P ^Q -> X such that
U[(1 V(1 if <1€Q> an(i then ([16], p. 228, [15]) to a homotopy
gt : PxQ ->X. Then gx p up, gx q vq. Let

be the map determined by gx. We describe h as inessential if, and only if,
it is related by a homotopy of the form (P xQ, P v Q) -> (X, A) to a

map with values in A. We describe v as inessential if, and only if, it is
homotopic, and hence homotopic rel. q0, to the constant map Q ->a0.

Lemma (2.1). If v is inessential, so is h.

Let vt : Q -» A, rel. q0, be a homotopy such that v0 v, vxQ a0.
Let g' :PxQxI -+X be defined by



g'ip, <z> t) gistip, q) if o < t < 1/3

v8*-i(g) if l/3<J<2/3
K,w(?) */ 2/3 <*< 1

fl'(p,ï>O) jr1(p,î)=*(p,î)> g^x/jci and </'(Px<2 X

Also gf(poxqoxl) a0 and since g8(p,q0) us{p) it follows that
gr; | (P v Q) x/ is homotopic, rel. (P x0) ^ (Q xi) ^ (P X 1), to a map in
which (p, t) ->up. Therefore (2.1) follows from the homotopy extension

theorem, applied to the pair (PxQxI, K), where

Notice that we hâve used the form of the homotopy extension theorem
in which the argument spaces are of a spécial sort and the image space
is arbitrary. The définition of h and the proof of (2.1) apply unchanged
if X is an ANE, of the sort appropriate to some gênerai category of
spaces to which P, Q, PxQ etc. belong (cf. [6]).

3. Proof of (1,1). Let /' : (X, A) -> (Y, y0) be the map determined
by /. Then

f'h:(PxQPQ)(Y)
is defined in the same way as h, in § 2, with gt, v replaced by /o gt and
the constant map Q -> y0. Therefore it follows from (2.1) that /' o h is
homotopic, rel. P^Q, to the constant map c, where c(PxQ) y0.
Assuming that a homotopy f ohC^Lc can be lifted it follows that h is
inessential. Therefore h \ P v Q has an extension P xQ -> A and (1.1)
follows on taking P Q A and u v the identical map.

Let / be a bundle mapping and let X be a locally compact, separable
metric space. Then X and likewise A and AxA are obviously C^-spaees.
Therefore we hâve, in conséquence of the concluding remarks in § 2 and
§ 11.3 in [13]:

Theorem (3.1). // / : X -> Y is a bundle mapping, if X is a locally
compact, separable metric ANR and if a fibre, A, is contractible in X, then
A is an H-space.

4. Proof of (1.3). Let g : E -> B be a fibre mapping, with fibre F\
where E, B, and hence also F, are compacta. Let Hl(P) 0 for
P B, E,F and ail sufficiently large values of i. This will be the case,
for example, if dim P<oo. Also let Hl{P) be finitely generated for ail
values of i. It follows from the theory of the spectral séquence associated
with the mapping g that this will be the case if any two of Hl(B), W (E),



H* (F) are finitely generated for every6) i. Therefore it will be the case

if H*(E) & H*(8n) and F is an ANE. We quote the universal coefficient

theorem7)

H'(Q,G) ** H*{Q)®G + Hr^(Q)^G (3.1)

for the (discrète) Cech cohomology groups of a compactum Q, with
coefficients in Cr. It foliows from (3.1) that, if

H™(Q)^I0
then

Hm(Q,G) ^G

(Q) 0

©,#) •

for

0 for

i>m

i>m

(3

(3

.2)

.3)

Let W(Q) be finitely generated for every j > m. Then (3.2) is true if
(3.3) holds for every field, 6?, as group of coefficients.

Let E satisfy (3.2) for some m > 0 and let K be a given field. Then
it foliows from Theorem (9.1) on p. 189 of [9] that there are integers
r rK, s sK such that r + s m and

Hr(B,K)**K, H*(B,K) 0 if i>r \
HS(F}K)^K, Hi(F,K) 0 if j>s \

K }

in which ^ indicates isomorphism between vector spaces over K. Let
k rR, l sR. Since H%{B), H1 (F) are finitely generated it follows
from (3.1) and (3.4), with K R, that

HHB) *> h + T #'GF) ^ Jo + 7'

where î7, î77 are finite groups. Hence, and from (3.1), it follows that
Hk{B,K) and Hl(F,K) each contains a summand which is isomorphic
to K. Therefore k < r, l < s and since k-\-l m r + s we hâve
le r, l s. Thus r, «s are independent of the choice of K. Therefore
2?, jF satisfy (3.2) with m replaced by r or s according as Q B or F.

Let / : X -> 7 and J. be as in (1.3). Then #*(X) - #*(£n) and it
follows from the preceding paragraph that

a) H'(T) f» I9 H'(Y) O if
0 if

6) The argument is essentially the same as the one on p. 465 of [12]. See also § 9 of [9]
7) See Theorem 44.2 on p. 823 of [5], in whieh the term Hr+1(Q)*G is expressed

differently. The only property of this "product" which we need is that H * G — 0 if
either H 0 or if G has no (non-zero) élément of finte order. We use -f- to indicate direct
summation.



for some pair of integers p, q such that p -\~ q n. Moreover A, being
contractible in X, is an iï-space, according to (1.1).

First assume that q 0. Then it foliows from (5.1) on p. 346 of [10]
that Ht(A) 0 for every i>0, where Ht(A) is the ith discrète,
intégral Cech homology group of A. Since A is an ANR it foliows that
H[{A) 0 if ^>0 where H[(A) is the ^th singular homology group
of A ([H], p. 107). Hence it follows, as in the proof of (1.2), that A is

an AR. If A is homeomorphic to AxxA2, then Ax is homeomorphic to
a retract of A. Therefore it follows that A1 is an AR. This proves (1.3)
if q 0 and we proceed on the assumption that q > 0.

Since J. is an jfiT-space and H1 {A) — 0 if j >g we hâve ([8], No. 24)

#*(.4, JB) ^ #*(£*' x • • • X/S^, E)

for certain odd values of i±,... 5 ^. Since #* (X) ^ #* (/Sw) it follows
from [1] and [2], p. 165, that p 1. Thus

m{A,R) ^H*{S\R) (3.6)

where # is odd. This proves (1.3a).
Let ^4 be homeomorphic to AxxA2. On taking g : E -> J3 to be the

projection AxxA2 -> ^42? with J7 homeomorphic to Aly it follows from
(3.5b) and (3.4) that

for some pair of integers q1, q2 such that qx + g2 g. The group
iP? (J^ x^-2 > -B) contains a summand which is isomorphic to Hqi (A3, Jï).
Hence it follows from (3.6) that q} 0 or q. Since qx + q2—~ Q it
follows that either qx 0 or g2 0, say gx 0. Since ^4X is
homeomorphic to a retract of A it is an ANR. Since ^(-4) ^ ^i(^i) X^^g)
and n^A) is Abelian, because A is contractible in X, it follows that
jz:1(-41) is Abelian. Therefore it follows from an argument similar to the
one used above to dispose of the case q 0 that Ax is an AR. This
complètes the proof.
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